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COVID-19 Update 

As the pandemic continues, we’ve been forced to make some difficult decisions regarding our summer  

education programs and events. Directed Health Measures in Hamilton County, along with a firm commitment 

to keeping the community safe, resulted in the cancellation of SOAR, the Youth Naturalist Program, the Young 

Nebraska Ecologists program, the Fun Run and annual Ranch Trek.  

We continue to look for new ways to connect people with the prairie during this time (see iNaturalist info on 

page 2) and have been excited to see more hikers and observers enjoying our preserves. If you haven’t done so 

already, come on out! The prairie is still open! And we hope to see a record number of people at our summer 

events in 2021! 
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The prairie restoration cycle never ends! Seeds are collected from May 

through November to be planted in restoration projects from December 

through May. Restoration ecologist Mike Bullerman reports the most  

productive spring/early summer harvest in at least 10 years, with 40 species 

collected so far and over double our average volume. Mike attributes this to 

good seed production and more hands in the field.  (In a non-COVID year, 

staff would be preparing for summer education programs.) The crew is 

shown here collecting sedges at Sherman Ranch in early June.   

A star is born!  

Land steward Jeff Gustafson is featured in a series 

of unique and sometimes educational(?) videos  

promoting Prairie Plains and the work we do. But 

the only way to unlock these cinematic  

masterpieces is to GIVE!!!  

Please join us for Go Big Give, a 24-hour fund-

raising campaign presented by the Grand Island 

Community Foundation and the Heartland United 

Way. There are bonus grant opportunities  

during the day, not only for dollars raised but for 

number of unique donors. Visit gobiggive.org 

anytime on or before July 7, search Prairie Plains 

and donate! Our Facebook page will monitor  

progress toward the next video, and our page is 

public, so no FB account is needed. Your  

generosity will unlock the thespian trapped inside 

Jeff - and you’ll be supporting a great cause.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wild places are disappearing. 

But what can we do about it? 

It’s easy to feel helpless. 

Prairie Plains restores and protects 

one of the world’s most under-

protected ecosystems: grasslands. 

And we invite you to join us in  

stewarding and enjoying this  

remarkable landscape. 
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Learn more and 

become a member:  

www.prairieplains.org 

(and follow us on Facebook, 

Instagram and Twitter!) 
 

Contact: 

402-694-5535 

contactppri@hamilton.net 

1307 L St. Aurora NE 68818 
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Summer 2020 iNaturalist Project 

Sarah Bailey wanted to create an alternative to our traditional summer education  

opportunities for kids, and the result is a great way for people of all ages to  

connect with our Gjerloff and Sherman Prairies. Using iNaturalist 

(www.inaturalist.org), Sarah created a project entitled “Biodiversity of the Platte 

River Bluff Prairies in Hamilton County, NE.”   

 

After creating an iNaturalist account, users can search for the project, view  

observations made on the properties on an interactive map and upload new  

observations from a phone or computer. The observations are then shared with 

the iNaturalist community, and professional and amateur naturalists can weigh in 

with identification assistance and interesting facts. It’s a great way to connect with 

other naturalists, learn some new information about prairies and help Prairie 

Plains catalog biodiversity on our preserves. Most importantly, it’s a fun way to 

explore the prairie! For more information, email us at contactppri@hamilton.net, 

and we’ll send you detailed instructions about the project.  

Recent observations at Gjerloff Prairie: Left - female longhorn bee (Melissodes spp.) visiting a purple  

coneflower. Her hind legs are covered with pollen that she will carry to her nest site in the ground. The pollen 

will nourish developing larvae; Center - we’ve been thrilled to observe regal fritillary butterflies at Gjerloff 

and Sherman this year. (There are 3 butterflies in this picture, including a mating pair on the left.) Considered 

threatened or vulnerable across much of the Great Plains, the larva of this butterfly rely on violet species in 

remnant prairies. Prairie Plains has grown and transplanted many prairie violet seedlings to help restore  

fritillary habitat in Nebraska; Right -  this bee-like robber fly (Laphria vorax) is a bumble bee mimic that uses 

its proboscis to stab its prey, injecting it with enzymes that liquefy its insides so it can slurp them up! 
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